
 
 

Web Dynpro Java Table Paging 
Unleashed: Optimizing Heavy 
Table Performance 

Applies to: 
Web Dynpro Java, SAP NetWeaver 04, 7.0, 7.01, CE 7.10, CE 7.11 EhP1. For more information, visit the 
User Interface Technology homepage.   

Summary 
Web Dynpro Java business applications often have to display “heavy” tables with thousands of table records 
on the user interface. Such a scenario requires an advanced context-to-model binding technique on Web 
Dynpro frontend side and a “paging” business logic on backend side to optimize performance. Based on a 
componentized Web Dynpro Java table paging sample application developed with SAP NetWeaver CE 7.11 
EhP1 you learn how to minimize context memory consumption on server side and how to optimize table 
interaction performance (rapid initial table display, rapid table paging/scrolling on client side) by implementing 
the special ICMIObservableList -API of SAP’s Commonon Model Interface (CMI) with an own extension 
of the existing CMIAbstractObservableList base class.  

Although this sample is based on a JavaBean “fake” model (creating some dummy data on server side 
without backend access) you can also apply the proposed paging technique to an EJB, JavaBean, Adaptive 
RFC, Adaptive RFC2 or Adaptive Web Service model used connecting to the business logic. Your business 
logic must fulfill two requirements: first it must be possible to retrieve the total number of table records initially 
and second to retrieve table records page wise (from record n to record n + pageSize) later on (“paging-
enabled” services).  

This sample application additionally demonstrates some new Web Dynpro Java functions in SAP NetWeaver 
CE 7.10 like permanent messages, showing custom scroll tip texts in the vertical table scrollbar and closing 
the application window programmatically with a new exit plug parameter. To better illustrate the streamlined 
Web Dynpro Java component model and to adhere to proven component-design principles the sample 
application is separated in a visual table component and a faceless business logic component stored in 
different Web Dynpro development component.  

Note:  The described table paging solution is also applicable in SAP NetWeaver 04 and 7.0 because the two underlying 
common model interfaces (CMIAbstractObservableList and ICMIObservableList) were already 
available there. Nevertheless the Web Dynpro sample application provided for this article requires SAP 
NetWeaver CE 7.11 EhP1 to run. 
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Importing software component archive WDJDEMOTBLPAG_NWCE711_0.sca 

Note:  To import the Software Component WDJDEMOTBLPAG_NWCE711_0.sca comprising the Web Dynpro Java 
table paging sample application you have to first install the EHP1 for SAP NetWeaver Composition Environment 
7.1 - Preview Version from SAP Community Network. 

Sample application download  

The ready-use Web Dynpro DCs comprising the full table paging sample application can be downloaded as   
zipped software component archive from here. 

 

• Download zipped software component 
archive file with name “Web Dynpro Java 
Table Paging Unleashed: Optimizing 
Heavy Table Performance - Zipped SCA 
File” from SCN  

• Unzip this file to extract the comprised 
software component archive 
WDJDEMOTBLPAG_NWCE711_0.sca 

• Press button  to open a new perspective

• Select menu item Other ... to open the 
Development Infrastructure perspective 

      

• In tab Component Browser open context 
menu of root node Local Development  

• Select menu item Import SC ... 

 

• In the Import Software Component dialog 
browse to the folder storing the unzipped 
SCA file you downloaded from SDN 
before: 

• Open SCA file 
WDJDEMOTBLPAG_NWCE711_0.sca 

• Click Next to see the list of contained 
development components 

• Press Finish 
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• Multi-select all nodes listed in SC WD-
DEMO-TBLPAG and open context menu 
item Sync / Create Project – Create 
Project  

• In the first dialog keep check box Build 
DCs after Sync checked.  

• Complete the first dialog step and click 
Ok. 

 

• After the build process you are asked to 
open a new perspective.  

• Select Web Dynpro and click “Yes”.  

 

• Multi-select all nodes (Web Dynpro DCs) 
listed and open context menu item 
Deploy.  

• In the Deploy DCs dialog click Ok to start 
the deployment process. 

• Enter User and Password and press Ok. 

Result 

All Web Dynpro DCs containing the table paging 
sample application sources (metadata) are listed 
in the Web Dynpro Explorer: 

[LocalDevelopment] wd/tblpag/buislog: Web 
Dynpro DC comprising the faceless Web Dynpro 
component WDPagingBOLComp, the JavaBean 
Model SomePagingBOLModel and the three Java 
classes SearchResultItem.java, 
SearchResultObservableList.java, 
SomePagingBOLService.java implementing the 
“table paging logic” on server side.  

[LocalDevelopment] wd/tblpag/ui: Web Dynpro 
DC comprising visual Web Dynpro component 
WDTablePagUIComp implementing the heavy 
table user interface and Web Dynpro application 
WDTablePagingApp to start the table paging 
sample application 
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The Web Dynpro Java table paging sample application - overview 

Details 

Level of complexity: Expert 

Key features 

The Web Dynpro Java sample application described in this article demonstrates a highly responsive table UI 
displaying very large record sets. The following main technical drawbacks of displaying heavy tables with a 
large number of records are solved: 

• highly reduced memory consumption to cached records on Web Dynpro server side 
• rapid initial table display based on minimized number of records initially retrieved from the backend 
• exact table page navigation based on reading scroll tips in vertical scrollbar (only applicable in SAP 

NetWeaver CE 7.1) 

Important Note: 
 
Note that the described table paging solution is also applicable in SAP NetWeaver 04 and 7.0 because the two 
underlying common model interfaces (CMIAbstractObservableList and ICMIObservableList) were already 
available there. 
 
However, the provided table paging sample application this article is based on only runs on SAP NetWeaver CE 7.11 
EhP1. A separate version of this sample application running on SAP NetWeaver 04 or 7.0 with reduced functionality (no 
vertical table scrollbar, no permanent messages, no scroll tip texts) is NOT provided on SDN.  

Technical solution 

The table paging sample application illustrated in this article is shown in Figure 1: Architecture diagram of 
the Web Dynpro Java table paging sample and it has the following characteristics:  

• Implements ICMIObservableList-API extending a generic abstract base implementation 

• Reads fixed paged size (= number of records per backend call) in one backend call. 

• Reads displayed table records from backend on-demand after rendering phase 

• No node element instance creation needed in table data node based on binding 

ICMIObservableList instance to it 

• Applies component separation: visual component WDTablePagingComp, faceless model 

component WDPagingBOLComp 

• WDTablePagingComp implements table UI and maps the table's data node to interface context of 

WDPagingBOLComp 

• WDPagingBOLComp connects to a dummy BOL (for business object layer) with 'pageable' data 

node (bound to a model class) 
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Figure 1: Architecture diagram of the Web Dynpro Java table paging sample 
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How to use this sample application 

 
Figure 2: Web Dynpro Java table paging sample UI 

• Change total number of records: setting this value implies to start a new table paging scenario 
• Adapt page record count: can be set in a running table paging scenario 
• Reset: reset all count values and run new table paging scenario 
• Clear message log: remove all permanent messages currently displayed 
• Refresh message log: report number of backend calls which where invoked so far 
• Show or hide explanation 
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How to implement a paging solution for heavy tables 
Let us now have a closer look at the concrete implementation of the given table paging sample application. 
The solution architecture is clearly following the “separation of concerns” design principle applied to Web 
Dynpro Java components and to the implementation of application logic (in controller classes) and paging 
logic (in Java classes):  

1. Implementing paging logic in Java classes: the paging logic is separated from the faceless Web 
Dynpro component controller in two Java classes.  

a. SomePagingBOLService.java: This class calls the backend to retrieve and cache the 
page records of JavaBean type SearchResultItem (see next item) displayed on the table 
UI. 

b. SearchResultObservableList.java: This class implements the 
ICMIObservableList API by extending the generic base implementation class 
CMIAbstractObservableList. The SearchResultObservableList class is 
associated with the SomePagingBOLService class to implement the two methods size() 
and get(int index) via callbacks.  

2. Using a simple JavaBean model for context-to-model binding: The used JavaBean model only 
comprises the model class SearchResultItem representing a record item to be displayed in the 
table UI. Java class SomePagingBOLService retrieves table records of this type from the backend 
and caches them on server-side. With the imported JavaBean model we can easily declare a 
context-to-model binding relation in the faceless model component and a binding chain from the 
table UI component (data binding from table view layout to view controller context) to the used 
faceless component (context mapping from table view context to used component interface context). 
With the declared binding chain the data transport from the model and paging logic layer to the user 
interface layer is fully automated by the Web Dynpro Java runtime.  

3. Separating visual and faceless Web Dynpro components: Following the data generator/data 
consumer separation design principle on component level, the application is split into two different 
Web Dynpro components: 

a. Faceless data generator component WDPagingBOLComp: This faceless Web Dynpro 
component (implementing no user interface) connects to the backend by binding its 
component context to the JavaBean model (with context-to-model binding) and to the paging 
logic implemented in separate Java classes. The retrieved table records (= data generated 
by this component) are exposed in the faceless component’s interface context. 

b. Visual data consumer component WDTablePagUIComp: A separate visual Web Dynpro 
component implements the table UI and maps its context to the interface context of the used 
faceless paging BOL component. In this way it acts as a data-consumer component.   

Based on the above separation principles the implementation of the table paging sample is described in the 
following subsections about the “paging logic” implementation, the JavaBean model import and the 
implementation of faceless component WDPagingBOLComp and of visual component 
WDTablePagUIComp. We then have a closer look at running and testing the developed sample application 
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Importing the JavaBean Model SomePagingBOLModel 

Implementing the JavaBean model class SearchResultItem.java 

 
We start with implementing a simple JavaBean model class named SearchResultItem to represent a 
single table record with two properties ID and Value.  

 
SearchResultItem.java 

package com.sap.demo.wd.tblpag 
          .buislog.somebol; 
 
public class SearchResultItem{ 
  private String id; 
  private String value; 
... 

JavaBean model object representing a search result 
item.   

Used for JavaBean Model Import to bind a Web Dynpro 
Java controller context model node to the model. 

The JavaBean is very   simple and just defines two 
member variables of type String for ID and value. Value 
stores the cell editor dummy text to be displayed in the 
second table column.  

public String getId() { 
  return id; 
} 
public String getValue() { 
  return value; 
} 

JavaBean getter methods for members id and value. 

public void setId(String string) { 
 id = string; 
} 
public void setValue(String string) {
 value = string; 
} 

JavaBean setter methods for members id and value. 

JavaBean model import 

To bind a controller context to this model class later, we import a corresponding JavaBean model named 
SomePagingBOLModel in package com.sap.demo.wd.tblpag.buislog.model.somebol 
comprising this class in the next step. Note, that this model is stored in a separate Java sub-package: 
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Figure 3: Importing a JavaBean Model 

 

Implementing the “paging logic” in Java classes 

 
Figure 4: Custom paging logic implementation layer 

We now come to the core of our Web Dynpro Java table paging solution: the implementation of the CMI (for 
common model interface) API ICMIObservableList and the implementation of the paging logic in Java 
class SomePagingBOLService.  

Why are these classes the core of our table paging solution and what’s the role of the 
ICMIObservableList interface? The answer to this question is given in then JavaDoc comments to the 
Web Dynpro Runtime API method void IWDNode.bind(Collection items) (in package 
com.sap.tc.webdynpro.progmodel.api): 

IWDNode.bind(Collection items) 
 
... With this method you can bind a new Collection to the Node. ... This collection may contain elements for this node ... 
or (for a model node) instances of the model class. ... 
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If the collection is an ICMIObservableList, the node behaves differently. In that case, the list is passed to the origin 
node (in case of mapped nodes). This node does not copy the elements and throw the list away, but uses the list 
itself to store the elements. 
 
Take care: If a node has an ICMIObservableList  attached, modifications to the node 
(addElement(IWDNodeElement), removeElement(IWDNodeElement),sortElements(Comparator)  ...) 
change the list and vice versa! A further bind however will drop the list. 

This means, that a list object of type ICMIObservableList stored in a context node (the table’s data node) 
can act as a proxy for the Web Dynpro Java runtime to access single list items (or table records) when being 
requested at runtime. Whenever a list item is requested (because its data must be rendered to be visible on 
the currently displayed table UI or table page), the Web Dynpro runtime invokes the 
ICMIObservableList.get(int index) method instead of accessing a context node element at the 
given index.  

In this way our table paging solution is replacing the access type wdContext.node<table data node 
name>().getElementAt(int index) with wdContext.node<table data node 
name>().getICMIObservableList().get(int index). This is pseudo-code, as 
IWDNode.getICMIObservableList() is not defined in the public API, but that’s what principally happens 
inside.  

The big advantage of this alternative access technique is, that the total list of node elements must not be 
known or supplied in advance (in a supply function on controller side) before the list items get actually 
displayed on the table UI. Instead, the Web Dynpro Runtime only accesses those list items (with get(int 
index) method calls) on-demand when they are really needed on client side.  

Besides accessing single list items when rendering table pages, the Web Dynpro Java Runtime needs to 
know the total number of all table records to correctly render the vertical table scrollbar in SAP NetWeaver 
CE 7.1. For this it invokes the second ICMIObservableList method we have to implement: size().   

By using ICMIObservableList approach for binding the table’s data node to a list of model objects we 
can highly reduce the required memory on server-side, because only a mostly small subset of displayed list 
items (or table records) gets really instantiated. 

Implementing ICMIObservableList by extending CMIAbstractObservableLIst 

To implement an unmodifiable list of type ICMIObservableList we can easily subclass the abstract base 
implementation com.sap.tc.cmi.util.CMIAbstractObservableList provided by the SAP common 
model interface. For this we only have to implement the methods size() and get(int index) as 
introduced by java.util.AbstractList. For further details on this class and to better understand the 
solution read the comments in the right column of the “code table” below.  

 

SearchResultObservableList.java 

package com.sap.demo.wd.tblpag 
          .buislog.somebol; 
 
import java.util.List; 
import com.sap.tc.cmi.util 
         .CMIAbstractObservableList; 
 
public class SearchResultObservableList 
extends CMIAbstractObservableList { 
  private SomePagingBOLService callback; 
  public SearchResultObservableList( 
    SomePagingBOLService someBOL) { 
    super(); 
    this.callback = someBOL; 
  } 

This is the simplest implementation of the 
ICMIObservableList-API based on 
extending the generic base implementation 
CMIAbstractObservableList. 

In the constructor we pass a reference to our 
SomePagingBOLService object to apply the 
callback pattern.  
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public Object get(int index) { 
  return callback.getResult(index); 
} 

Simply call back to object of type 
SomePagingBOLService which implements 
the “real” paging and caching logic. This 
callback returns a single table record at position 
index. 

public int size() { 
  return callback.getResultSize(); 
  } 

Simply call back to the 
SomePagingBOLService instance to get the 
total number of table records. 
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Retrieving business objects page-wise in Java class SomePagingBOL.java  

We now come to the “paging logic and caching logic” implementation part of our table paging solution. This 
part is implemented in a separate Java class named SomePagingBOLService.java. Remember, that this 
class was used before in our ICMIObservableList implementation to delegate logic to the 
SomePagingBOLService class via callback pattern.  

The class mainly retrieves “chunks of table records” (= pages) from the backend (simulated here) when 
being called back from the ICMIObservableList implementation. The records are cached in a HashMap 
to be returned back to the observable list when needed again and to avoid unnecessary retrieval of already 
cached records. Additionally this class calls the backend to retrieve the total number of table records. 

 More details on this class are explained in the right column of the code table.  
   

SomePagingBOLServic.java 

package com.sap.demo.wd.tblpag 
          .buislog.somebol; 
 
public class SomePagingBOLService { 
... 
  private int pageSize; 
  private int totalRecordCount; 
  private Map<String, SearchResultItem>  
    searchResultCache; 
... 

Class SomePagingBOLService implements the 
paging logic and calls the backend to retrieve 
records for a given page and the total number 
of records.  

The model or business objects (of type 
SearchResultItem here) are cached on 
“frontend server side” in a typed map collection. 

public SomePagingBOLService(int pageSize,   
  int resultListSize) { 
    super(); 
    this.pageSize = pageSize; 
    this.totalRecordCount = resultListSize;
    this.searchResultCache =  
      new HashMap<String,  
        SearchResultItem>(); // initialize 
} 

Constructor.  

Note: This code just simulates backend data 
retrieval. The resultListSize (= 
totalRecordCount) member is initially set for 
demo purposes. In a real life application it gets 
retrieved from the backend with a 
corresponding call in method 
getResultSize().  

public void loadResultsForPage(int    
  fromIndex) { 
 
  // >>>>>> Execute backend service HERE to 
  // >>>>>> retrieve all records for 
  // >>>>>> given page (beginning with  
  // >>>>>> fromIndex to     
  // >>>>>> fromIndex+pageSize)! 
 
} 

This method is called whenever a record is 
requested but not yet cached.  

This happens when the user displays a table 
page on the UI (via table paginator buttons in 
SAP NetWeaver 7.0 or via vertical table scroll 
bar in SAP NetWeaver CE 7.1) which has not 
been displayed (rendered) yet. 

This also happens when the visible row count is 
larger than the page size. In this case the 
records are requested during the table 
rendering phase (very late phase of the 
request/response cycle).  

We load a full page of records in one call and 
cache them in a typed HashMap object. 

Note: The code in the sample application just 
simulates backend data retrieval with static 
texts. Execute backend service to retrieve all 
records for given page HERE! 

public int getResultSize() { This method gets invoked by the 
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  return totalRecordCount; 
   
  // >>>>>> Execute backend service HERE to 
  // >>>>>> retrieve the total number       
  // >>>>>> of records! 
 
} 
 

ICMIObservableList implementation to 
retrieve the total number of records.  

The Table UI element uses this information for 
rendering (e.g. adapt vertical scrollbar to the 
total number of table rows).  

Note: The code in the sample application just 
simulates backend data (total number of 
records) retrieval! 

public Object getResult(int i) { 
if (!searchResultCache.containsKey("" + i)) 
  this.loadResultsForPage(i); 
return searchResultCache.get("" + i); 
} 

This method gets invoked by the 
ICMIObservableList implementation to 
retrieve one specific record (displayed in table 
row). We just return the already cached model 
object or load a new page of results from the 
backend otherwise. 

Implementing the faceless Web Dynpro component WDPagingBOLComp 

The implementation of the faceless table data generator component WDPagingBOLComp is very simple, 
because we already “outsourced” the paging and caching logic to the above Java classes. The remaining 
parts are: 

• JavaBean model usage and context-to-model binding definition to “connect” the context to the 
ICMIObservableList object implemented above. 

• Component controller implementation to bind our ICMIObservableList implementation of type 
SearchResultObservableList to the table’s data node (defined in the component controller 
context).  

• Component interface context definition to expose the “generated table data” to other components 
acting as data consumers, in our sample this is the visual component WDTablePagUIComp.  

Declaration: JavaBean model usage 

To bind a controller context in component WDPagingBOLComp to the imported JavaBean model 
SomePagingBOLModel we first have to define a corresponding mode usage relation. This can easily be 
done in the new component modeler of then SAP NetWeaver CE 7.1 Developer Studio (Web Dynpro Tools).  
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Figure 5: Usage of JavaBean model SomePagingBOLModel 

Declaration: Binding the component context to the JavaBean model 

One level deeper, inside data modeler of component WDPagingBOLComp we can define the context-to-
model-binding relation from the component controller context to the model class SearchResultItem defined 
in the used JavaBean model SomePagingBOLModel: 

 
Figure 6: Context-to-model binding relation 

 

Afterwards, the new context model node SearchResultItems with two attributes Id and Value bound to the 
model class SearchResultItem is added to the component context.  
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Declaration: Exposing the component context to the interface context 

To expose the component context to other components we copy it to the component interface context, 
defined in the local component interface definition of component WDPagingBOLComp. In this way (based 
on equal context element names and types) the component controller context automatically implements the 
exposed interface controller context:  

 
Figure 7: Exposing the component context in interface context 

Implementation: Binding your ICMIObservableList object to the table’s data node 

In the remaining part of the faceless component implementation we come to the most crucial one of the table 
paging solution: we bind an instance of our own ICMIObservableList implementation (type 
SearchResultObservableList) to the context node SearchResultItems (= the table’s data node). At 
design time this node is bound to the JavaBean model class SearchResultItem. At runtime we bind it to 
an ICMIObservableList instance so that every single list element gets accessed on-demand during the 
table rendering phase by invoking the ICMIObservableList.get(int index) method. In this way the 
table’s data node in the component controller context is not initially supplied with a too large and memory-
intensive set of context node elements. Instead, we just bind a lightweight ICMIObservableList object to 
the data node in the controller context. This object than acts as a proxy for the Web Dynpro Java runtime to 
control access to the real list items (table records) when actually being requested at runtime or more 
precisely table rendering time.  

 
Component Controller WDPagingBOLComp.java of  

public void wdDoInit() 
{ 
  //@@begin wdDoInit() 
  ... 
  // create some BOL service instance with paging capability. 
  // NOTE: variable ‘totalRecordCount’ is only passed as known   
  //       value for demo purposes. Realistically, it has to be    
  //       retrieved from the backend.  
  somePagingBOLService = new SomePagingBOLService( 
    pageRecordCount, totalRecordCount); 
 
  // >>>>> THIS CODE LINE IS CRUCIAL <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
  // Bind object instance of own ICMIObservableList     
  // implementation to context node. This avoids population of  
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  // context node with a large number of node elements at runtime 
  // to reduce memory consumption (so this avoids pre-fetching of  
  // data). 

  wdContext.nodeSearchResultItems().bind( 
      new SearchResultObservableList(somePagingBOLService));   
  //@@end 
} 

 

//@@begin others 
// Store your paging BOL service as controller memb
private SomePagingBOLService somePagingBOLService; 

er variable 

//@@end 

 

Implementing the table UI in visual Web Dynpro component WDTablePagUIComp 

The remaining part is very simple. After having implemented our data generator component 
WDPagingBOLComp with in-built paging support, we just have to do make some declarations like adding a 
component usage dependency, mapping a view context to the interface controller context and designing the 
table UI using the table template wizard (implies data binding). You will see, that these steps do not contain 
any controller implementation part demonstrating the rapid, model-driven and highly declarative Web Dynpro 
development process.  

Adding a component usage relation to the WDTablePagUIComp 

To use the faceless data generator component WDPagingBOLComp in our visual data consumer 
component WDTablePagUIComp we add a corresponding component usage there. For this we open the 
data modeler of component WDTablePagUIComp and press the Component Usage button in the right 
toolbar. The component usage is named TablePagingBOLComp and points to component 
WDPagingBOLComp.  

 

 
Figure 8: Defining a component usage dependency 
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Mapping the view context to the used component’s interface context 

In the next step we map the controller context of view TablePagingView to the interface context of the used 
component by drawing a data link in the same data modeler. In the palette at the right side of the data 
modeler press button Data Link and then draw a line from the TablePagingView symbol to the Interface 
Controller of the TablePagingBOLComp symbol and left click there again.  

 
Figure 9: Drawing a data link to define an interface context mapping relation 

In the Context Mapping dialog window drag node SearchResultItems (in component interface context) from 
the right side to the left side where the TablePagingView view controller context is displayed. In the next 
dialog step mark check boxes for context attributes Id and Value before finishing the context mapping 
definition.  

 
Figure 10: Context mapping from view context to component interface context 
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Final step: adding a Table UI element to the view layout and binding it to the view context 

With the newly defined mapped view controller context we can add a Table UI element (bound to node 
SearchResultItems as data source) with two table columns (bound to attributes Id and Value) to the view 
layout. Select tab Layout of view TablePagingView and move to the Outline perspective view. Select the 
root container UI element, open the context menu and select menu item Apply Template. With the table 
template wizard you can easily add all corresponding table UI elements to the view layout and bind them to 
the context in one step (see Figure 11).  

 
Figure 11: Context mapping from view context to component interface context 

Visualizing the binding chain 

At this point I want to show you a nice new Web Dynpro tool feature provided with the SAP NetWeaver CE 
7.1 Developer Studio named “binding chain display”. A binding chain visualizes the data flow from model to 
data generator component context (via context-to-model binding), to table view context (via interface context 
mapping) to view layout (via data binding).  

In the Outline perspective view select the Table UI element SearchResultTable to display the binding chain 
from the table UI element property dataSource to the model class SearchResultItem. By selecting one of the 
chain’s entities (view layout, view controller or used component) you can see the corresponding binding or 
mapping relation below (see Figure 12). This function is very helpful to resolve cross-component data flows 
more easily.  
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Figure 12: Binding chain from UI element in view layout to model class in model 

That’s great: why the table UI component must know absolutely nothing about paging! 

You might wonder now, why there are no additional steps required to complete our table paging solution. We 
definitely do not have to make any further declaration or implementation steps in our visual table UI 
component. It’s an amazing fact that the table UI component has to know nothing about the applied paging 
technique: no table events have to be bound to actions and no such event has to be handled in the table 
view controller. Instead, the solution is based on a combination of different eventing and data transport 
techniques working together like table scrolling, Ajax-based client-server communication to request new 
page data on vertical table scrolling, data binding, context mapping, context-to-model binding, server-side 
rendering and the proposed ICMIObservableList-implementation.  

 
Figure 13: Table paging solution requires no action binding  
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Running the table paging sample application  

Declaring a Web Dynpro application entity 

In the final modeling step we add a Web Dynpro application entity WDTablePagingApp to be addressed in 
the Web Dynpro Ajax client (via application URL in a web browser).  

 
Figure 14: Table paging sample application architecture displayed in component modeler 

This application points to ... 

• the startup navigation plug with name Default ... 

• in component interface view WDTablePagUICompInterfaceView (in local component interface 
definition) ... 

• exposed by root component WDTablePagUIComp (table UI component) ... 

• and implemented by window WDTablePagUIWin embedding view TablePagingView. 

To build, deploy and run the table paging sample application we select the WDTablePagingApp application 
entity in the component modeler, open the context menu and select item Deploy new Archive and Run.  
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Figure 15: Deploying the table paging sample application 

After a few seconds the deployed application get automatically started in a Web Dynpro browser client 
window. 

Note:  With this step only the first Web Dynpro DC demo.sap.com/wd/tblpag/ui gets deployed to the server. To run the 
application the second, used Web Dynpro DC demo.sap.com/wdtblpag/buislog must also be deployed. For 
more details see section Importing Software Component WDJDEMOTBLPAG_NWCE711_0.sca at the beginning 
of this document.  

Table paging sample in action 

To see the table paging sample in action we apply the new vertical table scroll bar at the right side of the 
table. In the table toolbar you can set some configuration values for the page record count (number of 
records retrieved from the backend in a single call), the total record count and the number of different scroll 
tip texts describing chunks of table records in the vertical scroll bar.  

 
Figure 16: Initial table paging sample UI after startup 

For a total record count of 100’000 and a scroll tip count of 100 the same scroll tip text is displayed for a 
chunk of 1000 records. While the user keeps scrolling up or down, the scroll tips get continuously adapted to 
the scroll position. Note that all scroll tip texts get initially retrieved from the Web Dynpro Server, so that they 
can be displayed without additional server calls on client side.  
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Figure 17: Vertical table scroll bar and scroll tip texts 

As soon as the user stops pressing the mouse button the Web Dynpro Ajax Client 1sends an 
XMLHttpRequest call to the Web Dynpro server to retrieve the newly displayed table records.   

 
Figure 18: Message Logger information displays number of backend calls and of cached records 

After having repeated this step many times we press link Refresh in the Message Logger area at the right 
side of the table. The returned number of backend calls and number of cached records depends on the given 
page size, the visible table row count and the number of scroll actions (to not yet displayed table rows).  

 
Figure 19: HTTPWatch displays client-server communication for table paging 

                                                      
1 The Web Dynpro Ajax Client is the renamed successor of the former Web Dynpro HTML client in NW CE 
7.11 EhP1. 
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Figure 18 and Figure 19 show, that for visible row count = 20, page size = 10 and number of “scrolling” 
requests = 6 (except the initial request) in total 12 “table paging calls” to the backend were made and 120 
records are cached in memory on Web Dynpro server side. This is just around one thousandth part of the 
total number of table records consuming memory and in typical scenarios users most probably do not need 
to see more records on the UI to complete their table interaction.  

Showing stacked performance infos with keyboard shortcut CTRL+ALT+Shift+I 

 
Figure 20: Showing „stacked“ performance information for all roundtrips with keyboard shortcut  

There is a very nice trick to display “stacked” performance information for ALL roundtrips of the currently 
running client session (see Figure 20). Just press keyboard shortcut CTRL+ALT+Shift+I to open a browser 
popup window with the following, automatically measured performance information: 

• Backend: Time for accessing the backend (executing ARFC, ESF, AWS model classes), not 
measured (0) when other models are used (JavaBean model given in this sample application, EJB 
Model) 

• J2EE: Server side elapse time = time to process and dispatch an incoming request to the Web 
Dynpro Runtime + time needed by the Web Dynpro Runtime to process the complete phase model 

• Browser: time for parsing HTML + time for processing JavaScript code before HTML rendering + 
time for rendering HTML + time for processing JavaScript code after HTML rendering 

• Network: time to transfer request/response over the network, network latency 
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Other nice new features also implemented in this sample application 
As I implemented this table paging sample paging in the newest release SAP NetWeaver CE 7.11 EhP1, I 
also applied some new functions not available in SAP NetWeaver 7.0.  

Note:  Nevertheless, the described table paging solution is already applicable in SAP NetWeaver 04 and SAP 
NetWeaver 7.0 where the CMI interface ICMIObservableList and the abstract base class 
CMIAbstractObservableList (implemented and extended in this solution) were already part of the shipped CMI 
API (see https://help.sap.com/javadocs/NW04/current/cm/index.html)  

Displaying permanent messages 

With the new permanent message it is possible to keep a reported message displayed on the UI when the 
user triggers a new action. “Normal” (non-permanent) messages get removed from the message area with a 
every new server roundtrip. To remove a reported permanent message later in your controller logic you have 
to explicitly pass it to the message manager later. Therefore you have to keep a reference to the reported 
message in the context or in a controller member variable to get it back later for deletion.  

 
Component Controller WDPagingBOLComp.java  

WDPermanentMessage permanentMsg = new WDPermanentMessage( 
  IMessageWDPagingBOLComp.NUM, 
  wdComponentAPI.getComponent()); 

Create new permanent 
message instance 
 

wdContext.createAndAddPermanentMessagesElement() 
  .setLogMessage(permanentMsg); 
 
wdComponentAPI.getMessageManager().reportMessage( 
  permanentMsg, new Object[] { 
    somePagingBOLService.getBackendCallCount(), 
    somePagingBOLService.getCacheSize()}); 

Cache permanent message 
instance in context to 
remove it later. 
NOTE: to remove a 
displayed permanent 
message instance later you 
have to keep a reference to 
it. 

public void clearMessageLogger() { 
  //@@begin clearMessageLogger() 
  IWDMessageManager msgMgr =   
    wdComponentAPI.getMessageManager(); 
  IPublicWDPagingBOLComp.IPermanentMessagesNode node =  
    wdContext.nodePermanentMessages();   

Access message manager 
and reference context node 
storing reported permanent 
messages 

  for (int i = 0; i < node.size(); i++) {         
    msgMgr.removeMessage( 
      node.getPermanentMessagesElementAt(i) 
        .getLogMessage()); 
  } 
 

All permanent messages 
reported so far were stored 
in context node. 
So iterate node and remove 
every single permanent 
message 

  wdContext.nodePermanentMessages().invalidate(); 
  //@@end 
} 

finally we invalidate node 
'PermanantMessage' so that 
it gets cleared. 

Displaying scroll tip texts in vertical table scrollbar 

The table paging sample also utilizes the “custom” scroll tip text function in the vertical table scrollbar. In 
comparison to the generic “default” scroll tip texts provided by the Web Dynpro Java runtime, custom scroll 
tip texts have to be stored in the context to be supplied by the controller logic (supply function). With custom 
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scroll tip texts you can display more precise information for a given chunk of table rows than the default and 
purely numeric “Row <n> - <n + page size> of <total number of table records>” scroll tip text (see Figure 21)  

 
Figure 21: “Custom” scroll tip text in vertical table scrollbar 

With custom scroll tip texts you can provide additional text information to chunks of table records to “locate” 
table records more easily. The number of custom scroll tip texts depends on the number of table record 
subsets (chunks) the total number of records is divided in. Each of these subsets is “described” with the 
same custom scroll tip text and identified with the start row number (first node element in the table’s data 
node a custom scroll tip text is used for).Custom scroll tip texts are stored in a multiple context node with 
elements supplied in a related supply function or supplied by a corresponding backend service call. All 
custom scroll tip texts have to be stored in the context on server side to be all sent to the client when a heavy 
table gets initially displayed.  

 
Figure 22: Adding a ScrollTipProvider to a Table UI element 

Example: A heavy table displays 2600 sorted table records with 100 records associated with each one of the 26 letters 
of the alphabet. The first table column displays the record name starting with a letter. So, all records 1-100 
start with letter A in the name column, 101-200 with letter B and 2500-2600 start with letter Z. To provide 
custom scroll tip texts for this table we therefore have to supply 26 “scroll tip” node elements to the context. 
Each of these scroll tip elements has its “scroll tip text” attribute value (“A”, “B”, “C”,...., “Z”) and its “start row” 
attribute value (0,99, ..., 2500).  
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Figure 22 shows some more details on how to enrich a Table UI element with custom scroll tip texts. 

1. Add ScrollTipProvider view element to the Table UI element (via context menu item Insert –
ScrollTipProvider) 

2. Bind properties dataSource, startRow and text of ScrollTipProvider view element to corresponding 
attributes in the view context. 

3. Map view context to the scroll tip data context node 

4. Supply function (for demo purposes only) populates scroll tip data node with node elements.  

Note: In a real life “heavy table” application your custom scroll tip texts have to be provided by the backend. So, in 
addition to a “request table records for specific page” function and the “request total number of table records” 
function your business logic must expose a “request all custom scroll tip texts with all start row positions” function. 
By binding your scroll tip context node to such a model class at design time and by executing the corresponding 
model object at runtime in a wdDoInit() controller hook method all scroll tip information (scroll tip texts, startRow 
indices)  gets automatically transported to the table UI on client side (via data binding, context mapping, context-to-
model binding). 

Closing the browser window with generic exit plug parameter 

You can define specific exit plug parameters to influence the “window behavior” on client side, when the user 
exits a running Web Dynpro application (implies firing an exit plug on server side).   

• Exit plug parameter with name Url of type String: with this parameter the window running a Web 
Dynpro application navigates to an external URL, after the user has left the application.  

• Exit plug parameter with name closeWindow of type boolean: with this parameter the window 
running a Web Dynpro application gets automatically closed (closeWindow = true), after the user has 
left the application. This generic plug parameter was introduced first in SAP NetWeaver CE 7.1.  

The defined exit plug parameters are automatically added to the signature of the generated 
wdFirePlug<exit plug name>() part of the window controller’s IPublic<window name> API (with a 
window implementing the component interface view’s exit plug): 

• wdFirePlug<exit plug name>(String Url); 

• wdFirePlug<exit plug name>(boolean closeWindow); 

In a view controller’s action event handler you can then invoke this public window controller method to exit 
the running application together with closing the application window. For this, the view controller must define 
a usage relation to the window controller in the Properties tab.  
 
View  Controller TablePagingView.java of 
public void onActionExit   
  (com.sap.tc.webdynpro.progmodel.api.IWDCustomEvent wdEvent) 
{ 
  //@@begin onActionExit(ServerEvent) 
   
  // Exit WD application and close browser window  
  // with URL parameter 'closeWindow=true' 
  wdThis.wdGetWDTablePagUIWinController() 
    .wdFirePlugWinExit(true); 
  //@@end 
} 

 

 

 

Note: The generic close-
window-with-exit-plug 
mechanism only works in 
MS Internet Explorer, but 
not in Mozilla Firefox. To  
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Figure 23: Window exit plug 

Some notes on development component separation 
In this section we have a short look at the sample application architecture on Web Dynpro DC (development 
component) level. Figure 24 shows the separation the application’s main Web Dynpro entities (Web Dynpro 
applications, visual component, faceless component and model) in two different Web Dynpro DCs: 

1. [Local Development] wd/tblpag/ui: contains Web Dynpro application WDTablePagingApp and the 
root component WDTablePagUIComp 

2. [Local Development] wd/tblpag/buislog: contains faceless component WDPagingBOLComp, 
JavaBean model SomePagingBOLModel with JavaBean class SearchResultItem and the two Java 
classes SearchResultObservableList.java implementing the ICMIObservableList-API and 
SomePagingBOLService.java implementing the paging, caching and backend data retrieval logic.  

 
Figure 24: Web Dynpro development component separation 
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Figure 25: Web Dynpro DCs and public part definition 
 
In Figure 25 you see some more details on the usage dependency between both Web Dynpro DCs (points 1 
and 2) and on the exact public part definition in the wd/tblpag/buislog development component (3). To use 
the JavaBean model and the faceless “business logic” component in another DC (wd/tblpag/ui  here) they 
are added to the public part with name “SomePagingBOL” (5).  
For compilation purposes the wd/tablepag/buislog development component must further expose the 
SearchResultItem.java class file in its public part (4). This class is referenced in generated, typed context 
APIs (in IPrivateTablePagingView-API) of development component wd/tblpag/ui, based on the fact, that the 
context node SearchResultsItems  of view controller TablePagingView is mapped to the interface context of 
the used component WDTablePagingBOLComp. Like you can see in Figure 12: Binding chain from UI 
element in view layout to model class in model this context-mapping-relation implies, that the 
TablePagingView context (node SearchResultsItems)  is implicitly bound to the JavaBean model class 
SearchResultItem.java.  

Possible table paging techniques  
In this section of the article we  

You MUST implement the ICMIObservableList-API 

Only with this ICMIObservableList interface it is possible to avoid populating a context node with all 
node element instances. All other potential solutions (like using non-singleton child nodes) cannot avoid this, 
as the context makes a copy of the collection (which requires iterating all its elements and thereby 
instantiating them) 

The table UI (paginator prior to NetWeaver CE 7.10, vertical table scrollbar in NetWeaver CE 7.10) does only 
require the ICMIObservableList.size() return value but NOT the number of node elements inside the 
table's data node (it has not to access them all in advance. exceptions: TreeByNestingTableColumn, ...). 

Approach 1: Minimal Custom Implementation of ICMIObservableList extending the existing Base 
Implementation 

• Extend the existing Base implementation named CMIAbstractObservableList when 
implementing ICMIObservableList. This base implementation is part of the official CMI API. 

• In your extension you just have to implement the ICMIObservableList-API with minimal required 
functionality (see JavaDoc: ICMIObservableList) 

o size(): return the real number of the collection e.g. 1.000.000 records 

o get(int index): return object at position index 
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o Other methods can be kept implemented by the abstract base implementation. 

Note: This approach is implemented in the Web Dynpro table paging sample application described in this article. 

Approach 2: Full Custom Implementation of ICMIObservableList 

• Fully implement ICMIObservableList on your own, NOT extending 
ICMIAbstractObservableList 

• When implementing the interface on its own, more methods then just size() and get(index) are 
necessary to be implemented. 

Possible Techniques to Enhance Approaches 1 and 2 

The following techniques can be applied to enhance the two approaches described above 

Enhancement A: Transparent Technical Optimization (without additional information form Web Dynpro side) 

Your ICMIObservableList implementation can be enhanced in respect of backend access granularity. 
Instead of reading single records from the backend in every single ICMIObservableList.get(int) 
method you could also read a fixed number of records per backend call (e.g. one "page" with 100 records). 
You must then implement some logic which knows when to retrieve a new page and when not. For this, keep 
a list of already retrieved records. 

Enhancement B: Web Dynpro can (depending on the release) provide additional, relevant info to optimize 
the page size 

1. The Table UI element properties visibleRowCount and firstVisibleRow can be used to calculate 
the page size. For this you have to define a readOnly=false calculated context attribute for property 
firstVisibleRow. The generated setter-method can be used as a hook method to update the page of 
displayed records before the rendering phase begins. In the ICMIObservableList getter you can 
then access these records. 

Note:   This technique can be applied in SAP NetWeaver 7.0.  
Beware:  The visibleRowCount can change at runtime based on admin personalization (requires SAP 

NetWeaver Portal), but you cannot access the personalized value in your controller logic 
(personalization state is transparent for the application by design).  

2. In SAP NetWeaver CE 7.1 the new ICMIPageableList interface was introduced which provides 
the same information: ICMIPageableList.prepareElements(int index,int count) ( 
index: index of the first element that will be accessed / count: number of elements that will be 
accessed) not via a calculated setter hook method invocation but via defined parameter values in an 
interface method invocation. For this approach your ICMIObservableList implementation also 
has to implement the ICMIPageableList. 
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All techniques described above can be combined with existing Models 

JavaBean Model (not EJB Model) 

• JavaBean Model Import allows you to get Context Attributes at design time for context-to-model 
binding and data binding purposes 

• At runtime the JavaBean model must retrieve the records in a way, that they are added to the 
pageable list like described above. Not necessarily the JavaBean Model. It could, but often (reuse of 
existing JavaBeans!) it might be easier to wrap an original collection from the JavaBean Model with 
your ICMIObservableList implementation 

• As the JB Model provides no inbuilt Runtime Metadata, no eventing or other CMI-Features you 
cannot lose them when wrapping the JB collections with your own ICMIObservableList 
implementation. 

Other Web Dynpro Model Types with more CMI Features 

The simple approach described above does NOT propagate in-built CMI features (like RT metadata, events 
etc.) from the original model implementation to the wrapping, custom ICMIObservableList 
implementation. This means such functions get lost. 

Nevertheless you can enrich your custom ICMIObservableList implementation with such functions and 
then delegate. Doing this implies additional coding efforts for your implementation 
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